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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. According to darcy’s formula, loss of head due to friction (turbulent flow) in the pipe is given  

A) Proportional to velocity  B)) Inversely proportional to velocity   [ ] 
 C) Inversely proportional to square of the velocity.  D) Proportional to square of the velocity  
     
2. Chezy’s formula is given as         [ ] 

A) V =     B) V =    C) V =    D) V =  
 

3. Venturimeter is used to measure         [ ] 
A) Pressure  B) Velocity.   C) Density   D) Rate of flow. 
 

4. The force exerted by a jet of water on a moving vertical plate, in the direction of motion of plate is give 
by            [ ] 
A) ρa(v-u)2   B) ρaV3 C) ρ a(v-u)3  D) ρaV2 
 

5. The force exerted by the jet on moving inclined plat in the direction normal to the plate in given by  
             [ ] 

A) Fn =  ρa (v-u)2sinθ B) Fn=ρav2 sinθ  C) Fn=Fxsinθ   D) None of the above 
 
6. Work done of moving vertical plate is        [ ] 

A ) ∫(v1-v2)2xu  B) ∫a(v-u)2xu   C) ρav2(v-u)2xu   D) None of the above 
 

7. For maximum efficiency of a series of curved vanes, the vane speed is    [ ]
 A) Equal to the jet speed  B)    of the jet speed  

 C)   of the jet speed   D)   of the jet speed 
 
8. Pelton wheel is the example for         [ ]
 A) Reaction turbine  B) Impulse turbine  C) Axial flow turbine   D) Mixed flow turbine. 
 
9. Expression of specific speed of turbine        [ ] 

A) Nu =    B) NS     C) NS=      D) None of the above 

 
10. To produce a high head by multistage centrifugal pump, the impellers are connected  [ ]
 A) In parallel   B) In series  C) In parallel and in series both  D) None of the above. 
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II Fill in the blanks:  
 
11. Expression for the force exerted by the jet on stationery vertical plate _____________ 
 
12. Expression of the force exerted y jet on a stationary inclined plate, where θ is the angle between the jet 

and the plate Fn = _________________ 
 
13. Loss of head due to sudden contraction is given as ______________ 
 
14. Darcy weisbach equation is used to find loss of head due to ________________ 
 
15. In case of turbulent flow, the loss of head is approximately proportional to _________________ 
 
16. Expression for unit discharge of turbine Qu__________________ 
 
17. Expression for specific speed of a centrifugal pump Ns =______ 
 
18. Rotating part of the centrifugal pump is __________ 
 
19. The ratio of actual discharge to theoretical discharge is ______________  
 
20. A large closed chamber fitter to the suction and delivery pipe close to the cylinder are  ___________ 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The force exerted by a jet of water on a moving vertical plate, in the direction of motion of plate is give 

by            [ ] 
A) ρa(v-u)2   B) ρaV3 C) ρ a(v-u)3  D) ρaV2 
 

2. The force exerted by the jet on moving inclined plat in the direction normal to the plate in given by  
             [ ] 

A) Fn =  ρa (v-u)2sinθ B) Fn=ρav2 sinθ  C) Fn=Fxsinθ   D) None of the above 
 
3. Work done of moving vertical plate is        [ ] 

A ) ∫(v1-v2)2xu  B) ∫a(v-u)2xu   C) ρav2(v-u)2xu   D) None of the above 
 

4. For maximum efficiency of a series of curved vanes, the vane speed is    [ ]
 A) Equal to the jet speed  B)    of the jet speed  

 C)   of the jet speed   D)   of the jet speed 
 
5. Pelton wheel is the example for         [ ]
 A) Reaction turbine  B) Impulse turbine  C) Axial flow turbine   D) Mixed flow turbine. 
 
6. Expression of specific speed of turbine        [ ] 

A) Nu =    B) NS     C) NS=      D) None of the above 

 
7. To produce a high head by multistage centrifugal pump, the impellers are connected  [ ]
 A) In parallel   B) In series  C) In parallel and in series both  D) None of the above. 
 
8. According to darcy’s formula, loss of head due to friction (turbulent flow) in the pipe is given  

A) Proportional to velocity  B)) Inversely proportional to velocity   [ ] 
 C) Inversely proportional to square of the velocity.  D) Proportional to square of the velocity  
     
9. Chezy’s formula is given as         [ ] 

A) V =     B) V =    C) V =    D) V =  
 

10. Venturimeter is used to measure         [ ] 
A) Pressure  B) Velocity.   C) Density   D) Rate of flow. 
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II Fill in the blanks:  
 
11. Darcy weisbach equation is used to find loss of head due to ________________ 
 
12. In case of turbulent flow, the loss of head is approximately proportional to _________________ 
 
13. Expression for unit discharge of turbine Qu__________________ 
 
14. Expression for specific speed of a centrifugal pump Ns =______ 
 
15. Rotating part of the centrifugal pump is __________ 
 
16. The ratio of actual discharge to theoretical discharge is ______________  
 
17. A large closed chamber fitter to the suction and delivery pipe close to the cylinder are  ___________ 
 
18. Expression for the force exerted by the jet on stationery vertical plate _____________ 
 
19. Expression of the force exerted y jet on a stationary inclined plate, where θ is the angle between the jet 

and the plate Fn = _________________ 
 
20. Loss of head due to sudden contraction is given as ______________ 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Work done of moving vertical plate is        [ ] 

A ) ∫(v1-v2)2xu  B) ∫a(v-u)2xu   C) ρav2(v-u)2xu   D) None of the above 
 

2. For maximum efficiency of a series of curved vanes, the vane speed is    [ ]
 A) Equal to the jet speed  B)    of the jet speed  

 C)   of the jet speed   D)   of the jet speed 
 
3. Pelton wheel is the example for         [ ]
 A) Reaction turbine  B) Impulse turbine  C) Axial flow turbine   D) Mixed flow turbine. 
 
4. Expression of specific speed of turbine        [ ] 

A) Nu =    B) NS     C) NS=      D) None of the above 

 
5. To produce a high head by multistage centrifugal pump, the impellers are connected  [ ]
 A) In parallel   B) In series  C) In parallel and in series both  D) None of the above. 
 
6. According to darcy’s formula, loss of head due to friction (turbulent flow) in the pipe is given  

A) Proportional to velocity  B)  Inversely proportional to velocity   [ ] 
 C) Inversely proportional to square of the velocity.  D) Proportional to square of the velocity  
     
7. Chezy’s formula is given as         [ ] 

A) V =     B) V =    C) V =    D) V =  
 

8. Venturimeter is used to measure         [ ] 
A) Pressure  B) Velocity.   C) Density   D) Rate of flow. 
 

9. The force exerted by a jet of water on a moving vertical plate, in the direction of motion of plate is give 
by            [ ] 
A) ρa(v-u)2   B) ρaV3 C) ρ a(v-u)3  D) ρaV2 
 

10. The force exerted by the jet on moving inclined plat in the direction normal to the plate in given by  
             [ ] 

A) Fn =  ρa (v-u)2sinθ B) Fn=ρav2 sinθ  C) Fn=Fxsinθ   D) None of the above 
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II Fill in the blanks:  
 
11. Expression for unit discharge of turbine Qu__________________ 
 
12. Expression for specific speed of a centrifugal pump Ns =______ 
 
13. Rotating part of the centrifugal pump is __________ 
 
14. The ratio of actual discharge to theoretical discharge is ______________  
 
15. A large closed chamber fitter to the suction and delivery pipe close to the cylinder are  ___________ 
 
16. Expression for the force exerted by the jet on stationery vertical plate _____________ 
 
17. Expression of the force exerted y jet on a stationary inclined plate, where θ is the angle between the jet 

and the plate Fn = _________________ 
 
18. Loss of head due to sudden contraction is given as ______________ 
 
19. Darcy weisbach equation is used to find loss of head due to ________________ 
 
20. In case of turbulent flow, the loss of head is approximately proportional to _________________ 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Pelton wheel is the example for         [ ]
 A) Reaction turbine  B) Impulse turbine  C) Axial flow turbine   D) Mixed flow turbine. 
 
2. Expression of specific speed of turbine        [ ] 

A) Nu =    B) NS     C) NS=      D) None of the above 

 
3. To produce a high head by multistage centrifugal pump, the impellers are connected  [ ]
 A) In parallel   B) In series  C) In parallel and in series both  D) None of the above. 
 
4. According to darcy’s formula, loss of head due to friction (turbulent flow) in the pipe is given  

A) Proportional to velocity  B) Inversely proportional to velocity   [ ] 
 C) Inversely proportional to square of the velocity.  D) Proportional to square of the velocity  
     
5. Chezy’s formula is given as         [ ] 

A) V =     B) V =    C) V =    D) V =  
 

6. Venturimeter is used to measure         [ ] 
A) Pressure  B) Velocity.   C) Density   D) Rate of flow. 
 

7. The force exerted by a jet of water on a moving vertical plate, in the direction of motion of plate is give 
by            [ ] 
A) ρa(v-u)2   B) ρaV3 C) ρ a(v-u)3  D) ρaV2 
 

8. The force exerted by the jet on moving inclined plat in the direction normal to the plate in given by  
             [ ] 

A) Fn =  ρa (v-u)2sinθ B) Fn=ρav2 sinθ  C) Fn=Fxsinθ   D) None of the above 
 
9. Work done of moving vertical plate is        [ ] 

A ) ∫(v1-v2)2xu  B) ∫a(v-u)2xu   C) ρav2(v-u)2xu   D) None of the above 
 

10. For maximum efficiency of a series of curved vanes, the vane speed is    [ ]
 A) Equal to the jet speed  B)    of the jet speed  

 C)   of the jet speed   D)   of the jet speed 
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II Fill in the blanks:  
 
11. Rotating part of the centrifugal pump is __________ 
 
12. The ratio of actual discharge to theoretical discharge is ______________  
 
13. A large closed chamber fitter to the suction and delivery pipe close to the cylinder are  ___________ 
 
14. Expression for the force exerted by the jet on stationery vertical plate _____________ 
 
15. Expression of the force exerted y jet on a stationary inclined plate, where θ is the angle between the jet 

and the plate Fn = _________________ 
 
16. Loss of head due to sudden contraction is given as ______________ 
 
17. Darcy weisbach equation is used to find loss of head due to ________________ 
 
18. In case of turbulent flow, the loss of head is approximately proportional to _________________ 
 
19. Expression for unit discharge of turbine Qu__________________ 
 
20. Expression for specific speed of a centrifugal pump Ns =______ 
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